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Take flight with Belle, an osprey born on Martha's Vineyard as she learns to fly
and migrates for the first time to Brazil and back--a journey of more than 8,000
miles. Dr. B. and Dick, two osprey scientists in Massachusetts, observe ospreys
and their offspring, tagging one special fledgling with a transmitter to better study
migration habits. Follow Belle as she attempts her first flight, conquers her first
fishing endeavour, and heads south for her first migration all while her tracking
device transmits information about where's she been. Based on information
garnered through twenty years of research by the author, Belle's Journey will
soar into reader's hearts.
My First Book of Baseball, the second Rookie Book from Sports Illustrated Kids,
coaches young kids through the game of baseball with a visual retelling of an
actual MLB game--from the first pitch to the game winning hit! Strikes, outs,
steals, foul balls, home runs and more are all explained using a fun mix of Sports
Illustrated action photography, simple text with engaging graphics, and a full
glossary of essential baseball terms and phrases. An illustrated rookie player
character also appears on every page, providing fun facts to help the next
generation of fans better understand the game. Perfect for beginning readers, My
First Book of Baseball is meant to be a shared reading experience between
parents and their young minor league rookies before, during, and after the ball
game.
Introducing the Rookie Book series from the #1 sports brand for kids--featuring
pro-sports action photography! SPORTS ILLUSTRATED KIDS kicks off the
football season with a brand-new series to help young readers learn the rules,
plays, and basics about popular sports. In the first Rookie Book, My First Book of
Football, an illustrated rookie player character introduces the next generation of
fans to the world of football and guides kids through a visual retelling of an actual
NFL game--from the nail-biting coin toss to the exhilarating winning touchdown.
Simple text with engaging action photography and a glossary of essential football
terms throughout, including punt, tackle, kickoff, end zone and more, reinforce
the message on each page with humor and fun. A perfect book for beginning
readers, My First Book of Football is meant to be a shared reading experience
between parents and their young football rookies before, during, and after game
day.
Who says there’s only one way to write a story? A young boy wants to write a
story, but he only knows his letters, not words. His sister says, “Why don’t you
start there, with a letter?” So the boy tries. He chooses an easy letter to begin
with. The letter I. And to his delight, with just the power of his vivid imagination,
and no written words, an amazing story begins to unfold. Right before his eyes.
This playful tale about creativity will inspire budding authors everywhere to
envision new ways to write stories of their own. With or without words!
From tipoff to the final free throw, Goodnight Basketball follows a young boy as
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he says goodnight to his favorite sport. With rhyming text and colorful imagery,
author Michael Dahl (Goodnight Baseball, Goodnight Football, Goodnight
Hockey, Goodnight Soccer), captures the thrill and excitement of the action on
the court. This Sports Illustrated Kids picture book will have basketball fans
everywhere cheering for bedtime!
What better way to introduce your child to the entertaining, action-packed world
of hockey than through a new series of books aimed at the youngest of hockey
fans? Published through the combined efforts of the NHL, the NHLPA and
Fenn/Tundra, My First NHL Books introduce preschool readers to the essential
early concepts of learning through the fun and entertaining themes of hockey.
Count players, sticks and Stanley cups, explore the colours of the rainbow
through team logos and sweaters; look for familiar shapes amongst pucks,
scorebaords and nets, and work your way through an alphabet that includes
everything from A is for Arena to Z is for Zamboni, and everything hockey in
between.
In the mold of our very popular series of state alphabet books, we offer "Z is for
Zamboni" to hockey fans young and old across North America. Matt Napier's
"breakaway" rhymes and "hard-checking" expository text team up with the "topshelf" illustrations of Melanie Rose to elucidate this increasingly popular game for
every beginning hockey aficionado. Highlighting rules, players, coaches, teams,
and the history of the game, it is both fun and educational.
A young fan cheers on his hometown hockey team, and then returns home to
snuggle into bed.
In 1955, girls who played hockey were rare, and there was no chance for them to play
on a boy's team. But Abby Hoffman, a nine-year-old girl with a short haircut, supportive
parents, and plenty of bravado, manages to bluff her way onto the all-star team in the
boy's league. If her secret is discovered, she'll fight to keep the place she's earned on
her team. Inspired by the real-life Abby Hoffman's story.
The perfect bedtime book for young soccer fans. From the opening kickoff to the final
goal, a young girl says goodnight to her most beloved sport: soccer. With delightful,
rhyming text and energetic art, acclaimed author Michael Dahl (Goodnight Baseball,
Goodnight Football, Goodnight Hockey), along with illustrator Christina E. Forshay,
captures the thrill and excitement of the world's most popular sport. This Sports
Illustrated Kids picture book will have soccer fans young and old cheering for bedtime!
At last — Canada's favourite storyteller takes on Canada's most beloved pastime! Ciara
is tired of hauling her hockey gear across town to play on the rink. It makes no
sense—there is a perfectly good frozen river in her own backyard! But her dad says it's
too jagged, and her mom says it's too bumpy, and her older sisters don't see why she
can't keep going all the way across town, just like they did. But Ciara won't let anybody
stop her. And with a little help from the neighbourhood, she knows that her team, the
River Rink Rats, will finally win a game on their own brand new rink. In classic Robert
Munsch style, this warm fun story of community and hockey takes a hilarious turn. With
the excitement and pace of a real hockey match, the River Rink Rats play their final
game on their new rink. The pressure is on; the crowd is watching; Ciara has the puck;
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the crowd keeps watching; the ice starts to...CRACK!; Ciara keeps playing; the ice
starts to drift; the crowd starts running; Ciara shoots to SCORE and— You can be sure
that no matter how the game ends, there will be hot chocolate! This ebook features
read-along narration by the author.
High-scoring forward Bill Spunska is drafted by the Toronto Maple Leafs and
experiences his first training camp.
My First Book of Basketball, the sixth book in the best-selling Rookie Book series from
Sports Illustrated Kids, coaches young kids through the game of basketball with a visual
retelling of a professional basketball game—from the jump ball to the game-winning
basket! Dribbling, passing, traveling, shooting, dunks, and more are all explained using
a fun mix of Sports Illustrated action photography, simple text, a full glossary of terms,
and awesome graphics. Illustrated "Rookie" characters—a girl, Gabby, and a boy,
Sprat—appear on every page, providing fun facts and simple explanations to help kids
better understand the game. Perfect for emerging readers from preschool up, My First
Book of Basketball is meant to be a shared reading experience between parents and
their little rookies before, during, and after the game.
This chunky board book has especially thick flaps that babies can grasp and lift. See
and say the names of all things hockey. Simple sentences reinforce future language
structure. Illustrations include patterns and details to hold baby's attention.
Now even the smallest of fans can enjoy a book about their favorite sport. Rhyming
riddles accompanied by colorful artwork help introduce the game's simplest, most basic
elements.
When champion figure skater Josh decides to try the sport of hockey as a new
challenge, he finds that there is more to the hockey than good skating.
Uses a question and answer format to explain the basics as well as finer points of this
fastest of all team sports.
When the plant-eating Green Sox face the meat-eating Rib-Eye Reds, baseball will
never be the same. Tied zip to zip, the game is a pitchers' duel until the Green Sox's
hothead manager goes snout to snout with the dodo umpire and gets tossed out. The
Sox respond with their veggie-powered bats and score three runs! Momentum swings
back to the Reds before the seventh inning stretch, and they're all tied up in the bottom
of the ninth. Will this game need extra innings, or will Apatosaur save the day?
As the state championship hockey game nears, Ricky struggles to find a balance
between the aggressiveness his father insists he use and the teamwork his coach and
friends urge him to practice.
In rhyming text a child, home from a game, bids goodnight to all the sights and sounds
of a school football game.
A whirlwind tour through 150 years of Canadian history This chronological look at the
story of Canada features a single milestone for every year from the country’s founding
in 1867 up to its 150th anniversary in 2017. Each of these noteworthy events — such as
the formation of the Group of Seven or the first Canadian in space — has shaped the
course of Canada’s unique narrative story. Topics range from politics, sports, business
and arts and culture, and include significant events both at home and in world affairs.
Sidebars containing short biographies, quotes, important firsts and trivia provide
additional information. With this terrific book, kids can embark on an extraordinary
journey through time, for a fascinating bird’s-eye view of Canada’s rich history!
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"Round and black--do you know its name? You need this disk to play the game."
Answer: Puck. Now even the smallest of fans can enjoy a book about their favorite
sport. Rhyming riddles accompanied by colorful artwork help introduce the game's
simplest, most basic elements.
"A sweet, nostalgic goodnight to the thrill of a baseball game."
A hockey fan’s best night ever. A young boy doesn’t want to go to bed. The hockey
game is on! And he’s worried he won’t be able to fall asleep. After his parents have
tucked him in and turned out the light, he decides he’ll listen to the hockey game on a
radio placed under his pillow. With the familiar drone of the announcer’s voice for
company, the boy drifts off to sleep. And there he is on the ice playing for his favorite
team — and scoring the winning goal! “What a play! What a goal! What a game!” What
a beautiful dream!

Buckle your seat belts. Sports Illustrated Kids is bringing you along for a wild ride
in Wheels 3D. Created by David E. Klutho, the noted photographer who brought
you 3D Sports Blast and Zoo 3D, this new book is filled with every kind of vehicle
- photographed with the latest eye-popping 3D technology. Get up close to
everything on wheels, from Monster Trucks to fun miniature models, roaring
motorcycles to muddied BMX bikes. With vehicles accelerating off the page, this
is a must-have book for any kid who loves sweet rides.
When Tom Morgan moves into town and proves to be a good hockey player but
a poor teammate, Johnny Maverick tries to come up with a way to prove to Tom
that teamwork on the Howling Timberwolves hockey team pays off.
Four-time World Champion and professional figure skater Kurt Browning replaces
his boots and blades with pen and paper in A is for Axel: An Ice Skating
Alphabet. From holding an edge to laces and hooks, Kurt glides and dances
through the alphabet explaining the history, techniques, and memorable
moments of the sport. Spirited illustrator Melanie Rose captures the excitement
visually with her colorful, playful illustrations. With the Winter Olympics spinning
our way in 2006, this book will have fans young and old dreaming of gold. Author
Kurt Browning is known for his fluid movement and confidence on the ice. A fourtime world champion, Kurt is the first figure skater to be named as Canada's
outstanding male athlete. He presently skates professionally with Stars on Ice
and lives in Toronto, Ontario with his wife and son. Illustrator Melanie Rose's
charming and lively oil paintings have graced the pages of several Sleeping Bear
Press titles including Z is for Zamboni: A Hockey Alphabet; H is for Homerun: A
Baseball Alphabet; and W is for Wind: A Weather Alphabet. She makes her
home in Mississauga, Canada, with her son Liam and their two cats, Mickey and
Meesha.
What better way to introduce your child to the entertaining, action-packed world
of hockey than through a new series of books aimed at the youngest of hockey
fans? Published through the combined efforts of the NHL, the NHLPA and
Fenn/Tundra, My First NHL Books introduce preschool readers to the essential
early concepts of learning through the fun and entertaining themes of hockey.
Count players, sticks and Stanley cups, explore the colours of the rainbow
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through team logos and sweaters; look for familiar shapes amongst pucks,
scoreboards and nets, and work your way through an alphabet that includes
everything from A is for Arena to Z is for Zamboni, and everything hockey in
between.
As the Strikers big game against the best soccer team in the state approaches,
their best scorer, Carlos Ramirez, becomes nervous when he finds out that his
uncle, a professional soccer player in Mexico, will be watching the game.
The great game of hockey is introduced from A to Z using simple language for
the youngest reader. Topics include fans, goalie, ice, and jersey. Detailed artwork
brings the game's action to these sturdy, boardbook pages.
"A photo-illustrated book for beginning readers that tells the story of a motocross
race. Who will win this dirt bike race? Includes a photo diagram"-Truck-obsessed toddlers will want to make the diggers, tractors, fire engines, and
more featured in this fun-filled construction tale part of their nightly bedtime
routines! Discover what bedtime looks like for the snowplows, dump trucks, giant
cranes, and more that dot the pages of this irresistible construction story. Just
like you and me, the vehicles in this story get tuckered out after a long day of
hard work and need to quiet down and settle in for sweet dreams. Young readers
will surely identify as these trucks ask for one more story while their parents sing
them a goodnight song and send them off to bed. With a sweet rhyme scheme
and an illustration style that’s perfect for nighttime rituals, Where Do Diggers
Sleep at Night? and its things-that-go companions—Where Do Steam Trains
Sleep At Night?, Where Do Jet Planes Sleep At Night?, Where Do Speedboats
Sleep at Night?, and Where Do Diggers Celebrate Christmas?—will leave vehicleloving kids snuggled up and satisfied.
Young sports fans see numbers everywhere from the 2 goalies to 8 ticket stubs and the
number of pucks in the final net!
From the arrival at the stadium to the last goodnight, Goodnight Baseball is a sweet, nostalgic
tale—told in gentle, fun rhyme—about the thrill of a baseball game.
When a dark night comes to the big city, one little super hero prepares for a great adventure . .
. bedtime! Award-winning author Michael Dahl (Goodnight Baseball, Goodnight Football, and
Goodnight Hockey) and illustrator Ethen Beavers (DC Super Friends) team up to bring you the
ultimate bedtime board book. Bedtime for Batman is the perfect way to say goodnight to your
own little super hero.
S is for soccer. F is for football, and fútbol, and fußball... No matter what you call it, everyone
loves the beautiful game! The creators of B is for Baller return with a vibrant, stylish parade of
soccer legends. Featuring dozens of international superstars like Lionel Messi, Cristiano
Ronaldo, Neymar, Pelé, Diego Maradona, Marta, Mia Hamm, and Abby Wambach, G is for
Golazo is the ultimate ABC book for budding soccer fans.
Pilar Ramirez loves to skate on ice, and normally she does not keep being born without part of
her right foot a secret, but when her best friend convinces her to try out for the local hockey
team Pilar decides not to mention her condition--but hockey presents her with some problems
that plain skating did not, and Pilar needs to learn that being part of a team means being open
with your teammates, so that they understand all your strengths and weaknesses.
What is the Stanley Cup and when was it first awarded? What team has won the cup the
most? And is there really a Lord Stanley and how did the cup come to carry his name? Hockey
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fans will find the answers to these questions and much more information in S is for the Stanley
Cup: A Hockey Championship Alphabet. The Stanley Cup is the championship trophy awarded
annually to the National Hockey League playoff winner and is one of the oldest and most
prestigious awards in professional sports. Following the alphabet this book uses poetry and
expository text to pay tribute to the Stanley Cup with topics that include Cup history and
records, famous team captains, nail-biting finishes, as well as unique traditions.
What better way to introduce your child to the action-packed world of hockey than through a
new series of books aimed at the youngest of hockey fans? Published with the NHL® and the
NHLPA, this great series introduces essential early concepts through the fun and entertaining
world of hockey. Count players, sticks, and Stanley Cups; explore the colours of the rainbow
through team logos and sweaters; look for familiar shapes amongst pucks, scoreboards and
nets, and work your way through an alphabet that includes everything, from Arenas to
Zambonis®!
Next up in the fan-favorite Rookie Book series, Sports Illustrated Kids explains the coolest
game in the world to its youngest fans. The puck drops, skates flash, and sticks fly-a hockey
game is underway! With a fun mix of Sports Illustrated action photography, simple text, a full
glossary of terms, and cool graphics, My First Book of Hockey introduces readers to the
basics. Kids (and maybe a few adults, too!) will learn how power plays work, how the threeperiod game flows, what a hat trick is, what's up with the referee's crease, and more. An
illustrated "rookie" character appears on every page, guiding the reader moment by moment,
and helping to make My First Book of Hockey an ideal shared reading experience between
parents and their young rookies before, during, and after the game.
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